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Abstract 
We have measured magnetoresistance (MR) for semimetals Bi and graphite, nearly gapless materials Bi-Sb and Bi-Te alloys, and 
narrow gap semiconductor Ag2Se single crystals at 4.2 K and up to 4 T. We have observed a giant MR for Bi, a giant linear MR 
(LMR) for Bi-Sb alloy and Ag2Se single crystals. Anomalous completely linear weak-field LMR has been found for nearly 
gapless materials: this is transferred into the ordinal MR or other LMR in relatively strong field range. It suggests the linear band 
dispersion in nearly gapless materials as proposed by Abrikosov.  
PACS: 71.20.Nr; 71.55.Ak; 71.15.Gd; 72.20.My; 73.43.Qt 
Keywords: gapless materials; ginat linear magnetoresistance 
1. Introduction 
The magnetoresistance (MR) is usually quadratic at weak magnetic fields and is expected to saturate at 
sufficiently high magnetic fields. In special materials such as narrow gap semiconductor silver chalcogenides Ag2X
(X: Se, Te), the MR grows linearly with applied magnetic field [1-7]. To our knowledge, the nonmagnetic materials 
exhibiting the positive linear magnetoresistance (LMR) can be classified into the following material systems: (i) 
materials with open orbits in the Fermi surface [1, 8], (ii) inhomogeneous materials where the tensor components of 
the resistivity can be mixed [2], (iii) superconductors in coherent state characterized by a spin pseudo gap [3], (iv) 
materials in the extremely quantum limit where one Landau level dominates [4, 9], and (v) inhomogeneous gapless 
materials [5-7]. Silver dichalcogenides belonging to (iv) and (v) show a giant LMR when their semiconducting gap 
approaches zero caused by the pressure-induced band-gap tuning. Such giant LMR continues to grow even over 50 
T and can be seen even at room temperature [7]. For this kind of the giant LMR, Abrikosov has first to stress the 
importance of macroscopically inhomogeneous distribution of excess or deficient silver ions and the linear band 
dispersion at the band crossing, and has developed a “quantum magnetoresistance theory” [10, 11]. On the other 
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hand, V. Guttal et. al. have calculated the LMR based on macroscopically disordered two-dimensional conductor 
model [12]. Only G. Xiong et. al. have developed a theoretical approach based on Zeeman effect at the band 
crossing with large g-factor.  
In the present stage, however, all of these theories have the following crucial problems. Even if the linearity of 
the LMR at high field range observed for polycrystalline Ag2X samples becomes to grow due to band-gap tuning 
under pressure, the inhomogeneity of the samples should not change. Therefore, the LMR theories based on the 
macroscopic inhomogeneity [10-12] are doubtful. On the other hand, the theory in Ref. 13 has fault to explain the 
giant LMR observed in Ag2X because the calculated results were not linear but nonlinear. To obtain crucial 
information on the origins of the LMR, we have measured on the magnetotransport properties in many kinds of 
negative and positive narrow gap or nearly gapless materials at low temperature of 4.2 K and under magnetic fields 
up to 4.0 T.  
2. Experiment
Semimetal Bi single crystals and Bi-Sb alloy (Bi1-xSbx) single crystals with x = 2.3 and 3.0 at% were grown by a 
zone melting method [14]: the 2.3 at% sample is semimetallic, while the 3.0 at% sample is almost nearly gapless 
material. Semimetal Kish graphite single crystals were supplied from Professor T. Takahashi in Tohoku University. 
The narrow gap semiconductor Ag2Se single crystals were grown by a chemical vapor transport (CVT) method. 
Two kinds of growth procedures were done: one was done only from the starting materials of Ag and Se powders at 
850 ͠ and other was done with using some catalyst [whose concentration y was y = 5, 10, 15,  and 20 at% against 
Ag (which will be described elsewhere)] at 750 ͠. Using the catalyst, the growth temperature can be lowered for 
about 100 K. To our knowledge, the Ag2Se single crystals were first succeeded to grow. Dilute Bi-Te alloys (Bi1-
xTex) were grown by a modified zone melting method (which will be described elsewhere). Though Bi1-xTex with x
= 0.6 (Bi2Te3) is a typical semiconductor with high efficiency of thermoelectric properties, crystal growth of dilute 
Bi-Te alloy around nearly gapless materials with low Te concentration x (x = 20 at%) was first attempt to grow 
(which will be also described elsewhere).  
The transport and magnetotransport experiments were performed using four probe method and the magnetic field 
was applied up to 4.0 T by a superconducting magnet. The direction of magnetic field applied was the trigonal axis 
for Bi, Bi-Sb alloys, and Bi-Te alloys, and was c-axis for Kish graphite, while was unknown for Ag2Se (probably its 
physical properties are less anisotropic). The electric current was applied to binary axis for Bi, Bi-Sb alloys, while 
was to unknown axes for Bi-Te alloys and Ag2Se.  
3. Results
Resistivity measurements were performed for negative narrow gap materials (semimetals) Bi,  Bi0.977Te0.023, and 
Kish graphite (#1 and #2), for nearly gapless materials Bi0.97Te0.03 and Bi0.80Te0.20, and for positive narrow gap 
material Ag2Se single crystals in the temperature range 4.2-300 K. The results are summarized in Fig. 1. To 
compare the temperature dependences of the resistivity U among these samples, whose values were normalized by 
their room temperature value U300 K as U/U300 K. Semimetal Kish graphite (#1), narrow gap semimetal Bi, and Bi-Sb 
alloy Bi0.977Sb0.023 single crystals (black symbols) show a metallic behavior, while semimetal Kish graphite (#2) 
(blue symbols) shows a semiconducting behavior [see Fig. 1(a)]. The results for Kish graphite samples are highly 
sample-dependent. Other Bi-Sb and Bi-Te alloys, Bi0.97Sb0.03 and Bi0.80Te0.20 (red symbols), exhibit less 
temperature dependence: that is an indirect evidence for nearly gapless materials because one of the characteristic 
features of gapless material is a temperature-independent transoport. Narrow gap semiconductor Ag2Se shows the 
degenerate semiconducting behavior with the finite density of states at T = 0 [see Fig. 1(b)]. The U/U300K-T curves 
show peaks whose position Tpeak depends on the catalyst concentration y: the lowest Tpeak was at y = 5 at% and the 
highest one was at y = 15 at%. The U/U300 K-T curves for the samples with y = 10 and 20 at% were almost same. In 
the present stage, however, its reason is unknown.  
For the nearly gapless materials (Bi0.97Te0.03 and Bi0.80Te0.20) and (positive and negative) narrow gap materials 
(others), we have also performed magnetoresistivity experiments at 4.2 K and under magnetic fields up to 4.0 T. 
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Magnetic field dependences of magnetoresistance 'U/U0 [= (U(B) - U0)/U0: U(B) the magnetoresistivity and U0 = 
U(0)] for Bi and Bi-Sb alloys [Bi1-xSbx with 0.023 (semimetal) and 0.03 (nearly gapless material)], for Kish graphite 
exhibiting two types of U/U300 K-T curves, for Ag2Se, and for Bi-Te alloy [Bi0.80Te0.20 (nearly gapless material)] 
single crystals are shown in Figs. 2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively.  
3.1 Bi and Bi-Sb alloys 
Typical results of the MR observed for Bi (semimetal), Bi0.977Te0.023 (semimetal), and Bi0.97Te0.03 (nearly 
gapless material) single crystals are shown in Fig. 2(a), (b), and (c), respectively. As can be seen from Fig. 2(a), the 
giant MR was observed for Bi single crystal: in weak field range below r0.4 T the MR is quadratic, while above 
which it changes to almost LMR involving the Shubnikov de Haas (SdH) oscillations, though it tends to saturate at 
around r4.0 T. At r4.0 T the value of MR exceeds 8,000 (= 800,000 %): the MR in this material is quite large 
compared with those of conventional metals (usually their MR is few % even in few tesla range). When 2.3 at% of 
Sb atoms are introduced into Bi [see Fig. 2(b)], the MR for Bi0.977Sb0.023 is reduced by about 1/3 (probably due to 
the decreases of electron and hole concentrations) and the LMR, except for the quadratic MR below r0.5 T, can be 
seen over almost whole field range. When Sb doping approaches to 3.0 at%, the profile of MR changes dramatically 
as shown in Fig. 2(c), especially below r0.1 T (see the inset of this figure). A sharp and large LMR is observed in 
weak filed range below r0.04 T, and above which it changes to other broad LMR involving the SdH oscillations. 
This weak-field LMR is completely linear at around zero magnetic field. This result suggests that the MR in this 
material is not a superimposition of two types of LMR’s but a transfer from the weak- to strong-field LMR’s. 
3.2 Kish graphite 
The results of the MR observed for semimetal Kish graphite (#1 and #2) single crystals are shown in Fig. 3(a) 
and (b), respectively. The metallic sample #1 shows a large LMR below r2.0 T, though below r0.1 T it is rather 
quadratic, while above r2.0 T it shows slightly convex magnetic field dependence involving the large SdH 
oscillations. On the other hand, the semiconducting sample #2 also shows similar magnetic field dependence of MR, 
though its magnitude is two orders of magnitude smaller than that of sample #1. The entire profiles of the SdH 
oscillations are same in both samples. It is noted that the LMR can be seen down to weak field of r0.02 T. The 
linearity of MR of sample #2 is better than that of sample #1, especially in weak field range. The difference between 
them may be due to (a) degree of compensation of electrons and holes or (b) doping of electrons or holes.  
3.3 Ag2Se
Typical results of the MR observed for narrow gap semiconductor Ag2Se single crystals are shown in Fig. 4. All 
of the samples show quadratic field dependence below r0.5 T, and then changed to large LMR. In case of the 
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Fig. 1.  (a) Temperature dependences of normalized resistivity U/U300 K for semimetals Bi and Kish graphite (#1) single 
crystals (black), for narrow gap semiconductor Kish graphite (#2) single crystal (blue), and for nearly gapless 
materials Bi0.97Sb0.03 and Bi0.80Te0.20 single crystals (red). (b) Temperature dependences of U/U300 K for narrow gap 
semiconductor Ag2Se single crystals.  
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sample grown without any catalyst (y = 0), the magnitude of LMR was lowest: whose value at r4.0 T was less than 
25 %. On the contrary, all samples grown with using catalyst (y = 5-20 at%) show larger LMR and highly y-
dependent, though whose dependence is complicated: the largest LMR was observed for the sample with y = 20 at%. 
Its magnitude exceeds the results for polycrystalline samples reported in Ref. 6 and is comparable to the results for 
polycrystalline samples reported in Ref. 7. To our knowledge, the MR for narrow gap semiconductor Ag2Se single 
crystals has never been reported yet. Our experimental results are surprising to note that the large LMR was 
observed also in Ag2Se single crystals where there exist no grain boundaries as the origins of nonstoichiometry in 
polycrystalline Ag2Se samples. Our results may suggest that the possibility of the macroscopic inhomogenity as one 
of origins of large LMR in Ag2Se is doubtful. 
3.4 Bi-Te alloys 
Typical result of the MR observed for new type of 
nearly gapless material Bi0.80Te0.20 single crystal is 
shown in Fig. 5. As can been from Fig. 5(a), the sharp 
and completely linear weak-field LMR was also observed 
in this nearly gapless material.  The MR in high field 
range above 0.5 T shows quadratic field dependence as 
guided by the red curve. The LMR in this compound is 
quite unusual that the intensity of the LMR depends on 
the applied electric current as shown in Fig. 5(b): the 
LMR is enhanced when the electric current is decreased. 
However, such current-dependent MR and LMR did not 
be observed in other materials.  
4. Discussion 
For Bi and Bi-Sb alloys, the negative gap energy Eg = 
-40 meV (= -EF; EF the Fermi energy) of Bi reduces 
gradually with the Sb concentration x and then closes 
completely at x = 0.04 at%. From the standpoint of the 
energy gap tuning by Sb doping, Bi0.977Te0.023 is still 
semimetal with gap energy less than 40 meV (probably 
about -10 meV), and Bi0.97Te0.03 can be regarded as 
nearly gapless material (probably Eg is minus few meV), 
though not complete gapless material. The transport 
results shown in Fig. 1 support these arguments. With Sb 
doping or with decreasing the abosolute value of gap 
energy °Eg°, the giant MR observed in Bi bears to the 
LMR in Bi0.977Te0.023 and then the completely linear 
weak-field LMR in nearly gapless material Bi0.97Te0.03.
According to the Abrikosov’s theory [10, 11], this 
anomalous LMR may be due to the linear band dispersion 
at the edge of almost closed band.  
The MR observed for Kish graphite sample #2 shows 
the same behavior as that for sample #1, though the 
transport property for the former is semiconcducting but 
that for the latter is metallic. Taking into account for the 
fact that the relative magnitudes of the SdH oscillations 
are same for both samples, the origin of the different 
transport properties is not due to the sample quality. In
the present stage, however, this problem remains open to 
question, though its possibility was discussed in the 
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Fig. 2.  Magnetic field dependences of MR for (a) Bi, (b) 
Bi0.977Sb0.023 and (c) Bi0.97Sb0.03 single crystals. 
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above subsection 3.2 Kish graphite.
All of the materials used in the present work have low Fermi energy or almost zero Fermi energy. For such 
materials, if the magnetic field applied is suitably strong, the magnetic energy ƫZc [ƫ = h/(2S) and Zc the angular 
cyclotron frequency] and/or the thermal energy kBT becomes comparable to the Fermi energy EF. Three decades ago, 
Fukuyama and Yoshida have proposed theoretically a Zeeman effect on the MR [15], but the expected MR is 
negative. This suggests that the large positive MR cannot be explained by this theory. Though G. Xiong et al.
demonstrated positive MR based on the Zeeman effect at the band crossing with large g-factor [13], this theory 
cannot explain the present sharp and completely linear weak-filed LMR. On the other hand, Abrikosov has proposed 
the theory of quantum magnetoresistance [10, 11]: in this theory he assumed that the band edge has linear dispersion 
and band width of Landau quantized levels is larger than the thermal energy (ƫZc > kBT). If we assume the g-values 
is 2, at 4.2 K the condition ƫZc > kBT should be satisfied above B > 5 T. Taking into account for the present weak-
field LMR observed in nearly gapless materials, the second assumption cannot be accepted. The first assumption 
remains as a possible origin. In the present stage, however, no theory exists to explain the present weak-field LMR. 
To develop a new theory related to the weak-field LMR, we have to consider the following experimental facts. (i) 
The wek-field LMR is a complete LMR: which is sharp contrast to the quadratic MR obtained for Bi, Bi0.977Sb0.023,
and Kish graphite single crystals in weak filed range. (ii) Taking into account for the fact (i), thermal energy kBT is 
much larger than the magnetic energy ƫZc. This strongly suggests that no Landau quantization occur in the present 
experimental condition, though it was assumed in Abrikosov’s theory (not the quantum magnetoresistance 
developed by him). (iii) The weak-field MR is transferred into another LMR (Bi0.977Sb0.023 case) or quadratic MR 
(Bi0.80Sb0.20 case) in relatively strong field range. This suggests that the band structure near the band edge is 
unique: we propose a sharp linear band (marked by 
dashed green ellipsoid in Fig. 6) such as a Dirac corn 
may superimpose to the large broad quadratic band. 
To elucidate such unique band edge structure, it is 
necessary to perform the STS or angle-resolved 
photoemission spectroscopy experiments. The 
theoretical study for the present results will be a 
challenging work for theoretical physicists. 
Conclusions 
The main results are as follows.  
1. We have first succeeded to grow the single crystals 
of Ag2Se and dilute Bi-Te alloy using CVT 
technique.
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Fig. 3.  Magnetic field dependences of MR for Kish graphite single crystals (a) #1 and (b) #2. 
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2. Bi0.97Sb0.03 and Bi0.80Te0.20 single crystals are in 
nearly gapless state.  
3. Bi and Bi0.977Sb0.023 show quite large LMR at 4.2 K. 
Kish graphite also shows large LMR whose 
magnitude depends on sample.  
4. We observed the quite unusual weak-field LMR for 
nearly gapless materials Bi0.97Sb0.03 and Bi0.80Te0.20
single crystals. The complete linear and weak field 
LMR is the characteristic feature in the nearly gapless 
materials.  
5. The LMR observed for Bi0.80Te0.20 single crystals 
depends on applied electric current.  
6. We have first observed large LMR for Ag2Se single 
crystals whose magnitude approaches 150 % at r4.0 T 
for the single crystals grown under optimized catalyst 
conditions.  
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